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ABSTRACT
We construct a parsimonious model ofthe U.S. macroeconomy using a state space representationand
recursive estimation. At the core ofthe estimationprocedure is aprediction/correction algorithm based on
a recursive leastsquares estimation with exponential forgetting. The algorithm is a Kalmanfilter-type
updatemethod which minimizes the sum ofdiscounted squared errors. This method reduces the
contributionofpast errors in the estimateofthe currentperiod coefficientsand thereby adapts to potential
time variationofparameters. The root meansquare errors of out-of-sample forecast ofthe model show
improvementover OLS forecasts. Oneperiod aheadin-sample forecasts showed better tracking than OLS
in-sample forecasts.
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Implicit in theuse ofordinary least squares loss functions in econometric estimation is
the assumption oftime invariance ofsystem parameters. Intuition suggeststhat in a
macroeconomic environmentfundamental relationships among aggregatevariables change over
time forvarious reasons such as the Lucas critique or compositional effects ofheterogeneity.
Dynamic systems with time-varying properties present a fundamentalproblemin control and
signalprocessing. Sargent (1993) suggests that adaptation is an important part ofeconomic
dynamics when consideringissues oflearning and bounded rationality. Recursiveestimation
methods play a key role in adaptation and tracking oftime-varying dynamics. A good survey of
the basic techniques used to derive and analyze algorithms fortracking time-varying systems is
providedin Ljung and Gunnarsson (1990),
The purposeofthis paper is to use a recursive method to estimatecoefficients ofa
parsimoniousmodel ofthe U.S. macro economyand compare forecast results to that ofa simple
OLS model. We use the state spacerepresentation approach, where state variables (X) are used
to define the state ofthe economy ateach period in time, and the control variable (u) is assumed
to be exogenously determined. Ifwe believe that theparameters ofthe system change slowly
over time, the ordinary leastsquares method can be extended by weighting current information
more heavily thanpast information. Inthis model we use a recursive leastsquareswith
exponential forgetting algorithmto estimate the coefficientsofthe state space model.
The resulting “transition” matrix is used for a short run forecastofthe state variables,
assuming time invariance afterthe end ofthe sample period. The root mean square ofthe
2forecast errors are better forthis model than a simple OLS model. The rest ofthe paper is
organized as follows: Section 2 brieflydiscusses the state spacerepresentation and therecursive
least squaresalgorithm. Section 3 discusses the choice ofvariables and theirtransformations and
the parameters ofchoice for the algorithm. Section 4 presents the results ofthe model and
Section 5 concludes thepaper.
2. State Space Representation and Recursive Estimation
The state spacerepresentation ofsystems’ is characterized by the choice of n state
variables (usually denoted by X) which areassumed to fully describe thesystem at any point in
time, a control variable(denoted by u) which is assumed to be exogenously determined and can
be used to move the system from its current state to another state, and a measured oroutput
variable (denoted by y) which is ofparticular interest. The system can thenbe describedby a
triplet A, b, and c as in equations (1) and (2) below.2
X~=AX~1÷bu~ (1)
= C~X~ (2)
‘For this paper we assume a single-input single-output (SISO) system which means that our output and
control variables are scalars.
2 The system described is fully deterministic. Stochastic errorscan be assumed to entereitheradditively or
in the coefficients.
3X is an nx1 vectorofstate variables which describes the economy,3 A is an nxnmatrix of
coefficients, u is a control variable (scalar), b is an nx1 vector ofcoefficients, y is the output
variable (ofinterest), c is an n x 1 vector ofcoefficients. In a stochastic environmentweassume
that the measurements ofthe variables are noisy and uncertain and the noise components are
independent, identical normally distributed disturbances. For this paperwe will focus only on
estimating the state transition equation (1).
Recursive Least Squares with exponential forgetting:
Recursive Least Squares (RLS) estimation is a special case ofthe Kalman filter which can
be usedto avoid the numericaldifficulties ofmatrix inversion presentin ordinary leastsquares
(OLS) estimation. OLS is applied to thefirst k observations ofthe datasample to determine a
starting pointforparameter estimates. Each additional observation is usedto updatecoefficient
estimates recursively, thus avoiding theneed forfurther matrix inversion. With proper choice of
the initial conditions, the final estimator at the end ofthe sample period is equal to the OLS
estimator. Harvey (1993) summarizes the method. The RLS method with exponential forgetting
usedhere modifies the basic RLS updating algorithm to weigh new information more heavily.
The method is appealing forcases where time-varying parameters are suspected.
For an equation ofthe form
z(t) = ~T(t) e (3)
~The acceptedformat is a first orderdifference equation. Ifadditional lags of particularvariables are
desiredthen the list of variables is expanded appropriately by defining lagged values of these variables as X’s. It can
be shown that an ARMA representation can be modeled by this first orderdifferenceequation model.
4where ® is a vector ofmodel parameters and p(t) is a set ofexplanatory variables, the usual
quadraticloss function is replaced by a discounted loss functionofthe form
V(e,t) =l/2~At~~
~T(~)e)2 (4)
where X is a number less than or equal to one and is referredto as the forgetting factor.
Therecursive algorithm is given by
~(t) = ~(t-l) + K(t) (z(t) - pT(t) ~(t-1))
K(t) = P(t) .p(t) = P(t—1) p(t) (XI+pT(t)P(t_l) p(t)y’ (5)
P(t) = (I — K(t)pT(t)) P(t—l)/?~
Theessential feature ofthe algorithm is that t- 1 estimates ofe are adjusted with new information
by a transformation ofthe error in predicting z using ~-, and current p’s.The adjustmentto the
error, K(t),is calledthe Kalman gainand is a function ofthe rate ofchange in the errors and is
weightedby the discount factor 2.. P(t) is the covariancematrix at time t. Both K(t) and the
moment matrix P(t) areupdated recursively. In the state space model ofequations (1) and (2),
z(t) is X~,p(t) is X~, and ~(t) is A(t), or p(t) can be [X, , u,] ande(t) would correspond to [A(t),
b(t)].
3. Data and Transformations Used
The choice of statevariables wasbased on a variety offactors including availability on a
monthly frequency, explanatory capacity, timeliness ofdatarelease and available sample size.
From an initial listof 18 variables we decided that the U.S. macro economy canbe
5parsimoniously described by twelvevariables (transformed appropriately). We define the state
variablevectorX as the following: consumption (CBM), investment(CPB), industrial production
(IP), changes in manufacturinginventory (MIM), changes in retail inventory (TRIT),
manufacturing inventory/salesratio (MR1), retail inventory/sales ratio (TSRR), urban CPI
(PCU), total employment (LE), 3-month Treasury Bill interest rate (FTB3M), and M2 monetary
aggregate (FM2). Wechoose the controlvariable u as the Fed Funds rate(FFED). New
construction is used asa proxy forinvestment. The data areofmonthly frequency, and the
sample period consideredis January, 1981 through December, 1995.
The variable names arelisted in Table 1 and following transformations were made: log
levels ofCBM, CPB, IP,LE, FM2 and PCU; log differences ofMIM, and TRIT; MR1, TSRR,
FTB3M, and, FFED were untransformed.
First-differencing and deflation ofdata The objective oftheforecasting model is to track
variables that may be changing over time. Despiteevidence ofunit roots in all variables except
MR1, TSRR and 3-month T-Bill rate (FTB3M),detrending ofdatavia first differencingor
filtering wasnot deemed necessary fortracking purposes.4 Inventory datawas differenced for
two reasons: first, because change in inventoryis a component ofGross Domestic Product (GDP)
and second, becauseincluding first-differences in inventories (instead oflevels) appeared to
improve the model’s ability to capture turning points in the business cycle. Nominal values were
usedforall variables alongwith theconsumerprice index as one ofthe state variables to observe
the effect ofchanges in fed fundsrate on inflation.
~The existence of a trend does not adversely impactthe performance oftracking algorithms. Results of unit
roottests are not reported here butare available.
6Estimation Procedure
The algorithm shown in equation 5 was usedto estimate the coefficients foreachvariable
individually. The right hand side variables are the one period lags ofall thestate variables plus
the current period value ofthe control variable. The final periodestimate ofcoefficients was
assembled intothe equivalent Amatrix and b vectorforforecasting.
Choice ofA, &,~,and P0 The P matrix was initialized as theidentity matrix and thee ‘s were
initialized as an AR(1) process with coefficient 0.8. The forgetting factor, 2., was chosen to be
0.96411. This value ofthe forgetting factorreduces the weightofthe error after63 months, (a
period equivalentto the average length ofpostwarbusiness cycles), to 10 percent. Lower values
of)~, which representhigher rates offorgetting, led to improvement in tracking but resultedin a
highervariance ofthe estimated e’s over time. The model converges relatively quickly and
initial values affect only theearly estimates in the sample. Using VAR coefficient estimates as
starting values forthe parameters did no better than using unitroots as initial starts. Starting
coefficientsof0.8 on an AR(l) model were chosen to avoid any biases toward a unit root. High
variance on the initial P matrix, which is equivalentto a diffuse prior, resultedin higher variance
of ~ and exaggeratedthe “turning points” in the forecast. Estimates ofthe A matrix were
nonsingularand had stable eigenvalues with the “typical” assumptions for2~,~, P0.
4. Results
The model is distinguished by the recursivetechnique which updates past estimates of
coefficientsusing theerror in the one period ahead forecast. As a first test ofthe model’s
performance, the one period ahead forecastofthe model foreach state variable was recorded
7foreachperiod in the sampleand compared to the actual values. Since the initial values, ~,
ofthe parameterswere chosen arbitrarily, and the dataused to adjust errors are limited
initially,5 theestimates took a few periods to converge. Once convergence was achieved, the
estimates tracked the actual values very closely. The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) ofthe
in-sample forecastsofconsumption, industrial production, employment, and CPI forthe most
recent 60 monthperiod (AKP)were monitored. The model wasalso estimated using OLS for
the periodFebruary, 1981 through December, 1995. In-sampleforecasts from OLS and the
one-period ahead forecasts obtained using therecursive leastsquares procedure were
considered forthe last sixty sample periods (91:01 - 95:12) and the percentage RMSEwere
computed forthe fourvariables ofinterest.6 Table 2 shows the comparison ofthe RMSE to
theOLS in-sample forecastforthe same period. For all fourvariables the RLS with
forgetting had lower RMSE than the OLS.
Out-of-sample forecastsfor 5-months (January, 1996 to May, 1996), were made using
therecursive least squares and OLSestimation procedures. Two different RLS out-of-sample
forecasts were made forcomparison purposes. Oneassumed no newinformation was
available for updating the coefficients, the other assumed that coefficients were updatedeach
period. The 5-month forecastusing the constantparameter estimates (A matrix) atthe end of
~The recursive techniqueby definition uses only information from thepast. Hence early
estimates uselimited data.
6 The RMSE were computed aftertransforming the databack to theiroriginal form by




895:12 (without update) is called AKP5. The second set ofout-of-sample one period ahead
forecasts using the updatedcoefficients is called AKP1. The percentage RMSE from the out-
ofsample OLS forecasts and the recursive leastsquares procedure forecasts are compared in
Table 3. For all variables except industrial productionusing the AKP1 method, the recursive
least squares model had a lower % RMSEthan OLS. These results suggest that the recursive
least squaresprocedure provides better tracking and forecasting (both in-sample and out-of-
sample) than OLS forthe model developed in this paper. Figures 1 - 4 representthe one
period ahead in-sample forecast forthe last 24 months ofthe sample, the 5 period forecast
(AKP5) and the one period ahead forecast(AKP1) compared to actual values (forthe last 29
periods) forthe fourvariables ofinterest. As the figures show, thetracking is quite close in
all fourcases.
Sensitivity to A: The estimation and forecasting results discussed above are obtained
by setting the forgetting factor equal to 0.96411. Sensitivity oftheresults to changes in the
rate atwhich past errors are discountedwas studiedby setting Aequal to 0.8 and 1.0. The
percentageRMSEforthe in-sample and out-of-sample forecastsofindustrial production for
thethree different choices of A aregiven in Table 4. RMSE is the lowest forthe choice
A=0.9641 1 in almost all cases. Figures 5 and 6 compare the OLS forecastswith the recursive
leastsquares procedure (AKP5) forecasts for two different values of A. The graphs show that
the forecasts obtained using A=0.96 performmuch better than OLSforecasts, while the
forecasts corresponding to A=1.0 are worse than OLSforecasts. Figures 8 - 10 compare the
two sensitivity cases with the actual and the A=0.96 case. As expected, forecasts are more
volatile with lower A. This is becauselower values of A weigh recent errors more heavily
9and the correction tends to be sharper in forecasts. For similar reasons weexpect forecasts
with higher values of A to be smoother, and the figures show that the forecasts are indeed
smoother when A=1.0. Although ourchoice of A was not an attempt to optimize, itdoes
better than the alternatives used in the sensitivity tests.
5. Summary and Conclusions
The purpose ofthis exercise wasto develop a relatively parsimoniousmacroeconomic
model which might be useful for short term forecasts and would recognize the potential for
time varyingparameters. Using ameasure ofper centRMSEofin-sample and out ofsample
forecasts, the model does better than a simple OLS model. Becausethere was little attempt
to steep the model in theoretical microfoundations,we would not recommendit at this time
foruse in long-term forecasting. However, itis parsimoniousenough to be usedin the
decisionmaking process.
Table 1 - List ofVariables Used
Name Variable
1P Industrial Production
CPB Total New Construction
MIM Manufacturers Inventories
TRIT Retailers Inventories
MR1 Manufacturers Inventory/Sales Ratio
TSRR Retailers Inventory/Sales Ratio
FM2 M2 Money Stock
FTB3M 3-Month Treasury Bill (AuctionAverage)
PCU Urban Consumers Price Index (All Items)
LE Number ofCivilians over 16 employed
CBM Personal ConsumptionExpenditure
FFED Fed Funds Rate
10Table 2 - % RMSEfor (60Period) In - Sample Forecasts
IP ICONS ILE IPCU
AKP 0.418 0.485 0.230 0.132
OLS 0.738 0.828 0.248 0.374
Table 3 - % RMSEfor (5 Period)Out ofSample Forecasts
lIP ICONS ILE IPCU
AKP1 0.652 0.468 0.214 0.137
AKP5 0.608 0.389 0.429 0.301
OLS 0.626 0.808 0.582 0.393
Table 4 - % RMSE for Industrial Production ForDifferent Values ofLambda
AKP5 AKP1
A=0.8 A=0.96 A= 1.0 A=0.8 A=0.96 A= 1.0
RMSE6O
RMSE5
0.699984 0.418171 0.521724 0.699984 0.418171 0.521724
0.649919 0.608086 1.481615 0.413427 0.651874 0.749956


































Figure 2: Actual vs.Forecast of Industrial Production
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Figure 10: Forecasts (AKP1) of IP for Different Values of Lambda
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